Fast
This is the fast I
seek: release the
captive; free the
yoked; feed the
hungry; shelter
the oppressed and homeless;
clothe the naked.
Isaiah 58.6-7

Fasting from too much food,
drink, or television quickens
and enlivens us. It forces us
to abandon wasteful habits
and to do without, so that we
have more to share. Fasting
helps us rid ourselves of selfpreoccupation, of all that
diminishes our presence to
others. It fosters solidarity
with the millions of our planet
who go without sufficient
food.

Fast between meals.
Restrict nibbling. This is a
common and worthy way to
fast that puts food in proper
relationship to other events of
the day.

strengthen relationships. Fast
from eating on the run.
Commit as a family to eating
together at least twice a week
during Lent.

Give up grudges, imagined
enemies, old hurts, overwork,
sarcasm, self-pity, and selfrighteousness. Let go within
yourself of a longstanding
hurt. Pursue happiness.
Embrace new relationships and
new dimensions to long-lasting
friendships. Attend to others’
needs, welcome their insights,
and share your own. Talk
more, or talk less.

Fast from TV. Television
absorbs almost 40% of the
average American’s free time.
Take some of that time back
and use it to play games with
your family, visit across the back
fence with a neighbor, or go to
a meeting where your voice
needs to be heard on behalf of
children, poor families, or
those without homes.

Eat with family. Make
family meals a priority this
Lent. When we eat together,
more than food passes
between us. We share
meat and meaning,
difficulties and delights. We
create bonds and
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pirit of God, you never abandon us,
not when we fail and waste our gifts,
or when we squander loving
elationships, nor in our willingness to
ondemn others. In you the dead come
life. Amaze us with your grace. Amen.
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Lent is a time
to fast and feast.
Fast from judging others.
Feast on the Christ
within them.
from emphasis
on differences.
Feast on the unity of all life.
Fast

Fast from apparent darkness.
Feast on the reality of light.
Fast from thoughts of illness.
Feast on the healing power
of God.
Fast from words that pollute.
Feast on phrases that purify.
Fast from discontent.
Feast on gratitude.
Fast from anger.
Feast on patience.
Fast from pessimism.
Feast on optimism.
Fast from worry.
Feast on divine order.
Fast from lethargy.
Feast on enthusiasm.
Margaret Murray, CSJ
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you teach us to ask: Who
J isesus,
without sin? Who can cast
the first stone? Help us recognize
whom we hurt, treat unfairly,
exploit, or manipulate. Help us
change in ourselves what we
condemn in others. Amen.

et our
attitude be
Christ’s. May
our love give
life. Amen
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